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News: Show Business
Famous Hollywood actor Shia LaBeouf has announced a 4-year-old strike after the inauguration of US
President Donald trump. The star of Transformers thereby protested ... Russian actor and showman
Vyacheslav Manucharov ready to get married. The star of the popular show Big diﬀerence the Taste of
life and expressed a desire to tie the knot with his... The eldest daughter of Valery Meladze Inga 14
January 2017 she married a British journalist Nori Vergeze. It is known that the star father ignored the
celebration and not singing... Hollywood actor Matthew McConaughey has changed beyond
recognition - he had to gain those extra 20 kg for the role in the ﬁlm Gold. In this transformation the
actor went for... On January 19 in one of the Moscow clinics was urgently admitted the famous actor
Boris Shcherbakov. 67-year-old actor was taken to hospital in a serious condition - not... In Los
Angeles held its annual awards ceremony Peoples Choice Awards. The winners at the end of 2016
became a star of world cinema and ... Famous American boxer Mike Tyson released the ﬁrst video for
the song If You Show Up which blew up the Network. The video was viewed almost 1 million people.
Director Fedor Bondarchuk and actress Paulina Andreeva decided on the wedding date. According to
the Russian media they are getting married in June 2017. The biological mother of the adopted
daughter of Angelina Jolie and brad pitt expressed the desire to reunite with the child. We are talking
about 11-year-old male in which the actors have adopted in... Ukraine held the selection round among
applicants for participation in Eurovision-2017. The semiﬁnalists were several bands and solo artists
including... Russian singer Natalie is preparing to become a mother for the third time. The artist
personally conﬁrmed her pregnancy to the media and announced that she and her husband insanely
happy... Lyubov Tolkalina has oﬃcially announced the parting with the civil husband Egor
Konchalovsky. On his page in social networks, the actress has published a post in which the story...
Famous Russian singer Stas Mikhailov on his page on Instagram posted a racy photo of his wife Inna
than created a furor in the Network. Photo Of Inna Mikhailov... Russian singer Anastasia Stotskaya
gave the ﬁrst review about their second pregnancy. On his page in Instagram she posted her
pregnant photo and... In mass media appeared information about what will be the spin-oﬀ Game of
thrones. As reported by the American media, program Director of HBO Casey Bloyce fans tape railway
station. 24СМИ - media news site. Latest news Russia, world news public in the media format. Original
articles will help to thoroughly understand current social issues and the latest news Russia and the
world
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